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Abstract
Casual conversation, ‘talk for the sake of talking’, is often mul-
tiparty, with no clear practical goal, and can last up to sev-
eral hours. Longer conversations proceed in phases of chat
and chunk, where chat is highly interactive and chunks are
dominated by one speaker. It is likely that prosodic features
will vary between the two phases. Greater understanding
of such casual conversation is vital to the design of human-
like artificial dialogue, and the need for clearer modelling
has prompted our explorations into silence and overlap in six
manually segmented long (c. 1 hr) informal multiparty con-
versations. We test automatic segmentation on the data, and
find manual segmentation is necessary to accurately capture
speech activity. We analyse speech activity at the end of in-
tervals where one participant speaks in the clear for a second
or more, and categorise patterns of overlap and turn change
or retention in chat and chunk phases. We also report on a
study of a subset of our dataset, taken from a 5-party conver-
sation, comprising over 200 manually annotated intonational
phrases (IP) adjacent to silences and overlaps, analysing IP-
final tunes with the IViE intonational transcription system,
and measuring IP duration to investigate prosodic patterns
in the different conditions.
Index Terms: multiparty dialogue, human-computer interac-
tion, turntaking

1. Casual Conversation
Casual conversation, the unmarked or base case of conver-
sation or ‘talking just for the sake of talking’[1], is regarded
as ‘interactional’ rather than ‘instrumental’ or task-based [2].
Described as an emergent behaviour of co-present humans
[3], its function is considered to be the building and main-
tenance of social bonds [4] and avoidance of threatening si-
lence [5, 6, 7]. Casual conversation is not monolithic but
develops in stages or phases, with different arrangements of
speaker participation and genres of talk appearing in differ-
ent phases. Such subgenres include smalltalk, gossip, and
conversational narrative. Casual conversation often involves
multiple participants rather than the dyads normally found
in instrumental interactions or examples from conversation
analysis [8]. In addition, while task-based conversations
are bound by task completion and tend to be short, casual
conversation can go on indefinitely. For interactional talk,
prosody, the ‘how’ of conversation, has been considered as
important as the ‘what’ - the propositional content [9, 10].

There are several descriptions of sub-conversational
phases – Ventola describes ritualised opening greetings, fol-
lowed by approach segments of light uncontroversial small
talk. Longer conversations proceed to more informative cen-
tre phases interleaved with further lighter approach stages,
and then back to ritualised leavetakings [11]. Slade and Eg-
gins describe alternating segments of ‘chat’ (interactive ex-
changes involving short turns by several participants) and
‘chunks’ (stretches dominated by a single speaker). Figure
1 shows examples from our data of chat and chunk phases.
We are interested in speaker change patterns around gaps
and overlaps in casual conversation in general, and in con-
trasts between such patterns in chat and chunk phases. Sev-
eral researchers on casual conversation have noted that their
analyses were limited as they were based on transcripts and
thus lacked vital timing and multimodal information [7, 8, 6].
We hope that our analyses of multimodal recordings of long
form casual talk will help to address this gap in understanding
of this fundamental speech exchange system, and encourage
the creation of further resources.

Very few multimodal data collections of multiparty ca-
sual conversations exist. Early analysis was often based on
transcripts, or even memory, and timing information has not
always been considered in great depth. Multimodal and au-
dio corpora often comprise spoken tasks or interactions spe-
cific to particular domains such as meetings or telephone
calls, or ‘information gap’ activities used to elicit conversation
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Findings from such data may not general-
ize to other genres of natural conversation [17]. Casual talk
has been included in larger collections [18, 19, 20, 21], as frag-
ments recorded in natural settings [22], or more recently in
collections of short, often dyadic, casual talk or ‘first encoun-
ters’ and sometimes of dialogues between friends [23, 24, 25].
Such data provide valuable examples of the approach or chat
stages of conversation but may not be long enough for full
analysis of sequences of ‘chat’ and ‘chunks’. For our studies,
we have assembled a collection of multimodal recordings of
six long multiparty casual conversations as described below.

2. Data and Annotation

Our dataset is a collection of conversations of around one
hour each, drawn from the d64, DANS, and TableTalk corpora
[26, 27, 28]. In each conversation participants were free to talk
or not as the mood took them. Table 1 gives an overview of the
conversations.
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Figure 1: Examples of chat (top) and chunk (bottom) phases in two-minute stretches from a 5-party conversation. Each row denotes
the activity of one speaker across 120 seconds. Speech is green, and laughter is yellow on a grey background (silence). The chat frame,
taken at the beginning of the conversation, can be seen to involve shorter contributions from all participants with frequent laughter.
The chunk frame shows longer single speaker stretches later in the interaction.

Conversation Participants Gender Duration (s)
A 5 2F/3M 4164
B 3 1F/2M 4672
C 4 1F/3M 4378
D 3 2F/1M 3004
E 4 2F/2M 2072
F 5 3F/2M 4740

Table 1: Conversations used in dataset.

There has been much progress in the automatic analysis
of spoken conversation [29, 30]. However, attempts to auto-
matically segment our data were unsuccessful, so the data
were segmented manually. There are valid concerns about
manual segmentation, as humans tend to interpret what they
hear and can miss or indeed imagine silences of short dura-
tion [31], or have difficulty recalling disfluencies [32]. How-
ever, these results were based on speakers timing pauses with
a stopwatch in a single hearing. In the current work, using
Praat [33] and Elan [34], speech could be slowed down and
replayed, and annotators could see the speech waveform and
spectrogram and check doubtful cases using video record-
ings. Therefore, it was hoped that problems due to anno-
tators only picking up perceptually salient silences could be
avoided. A subsequent analysis with the OpenSMILE toolkit1

[35] implementing the VAD described in [36] confirmed that
even under artificially good conditions the best average error
per segment was around half the duration of the silences to
be studied. False alarms were filtered under the premise that
a beam-former could decide whether speech activity came
from the targeted speaker or from cross talk. Short gaps under
60ms were bridged and a collar of 30ms was applied around
the segment boundaries during scoring. The speech activity
detection was scored with NIST SCTK 2.4.0 md-eval.pl ver-
sion 22 using the guidelines of the Spring 2006 (RT-06S) Rich
Transcription Meeting Recognition Evaluation Plan, Section 7
DIARIZATION — ‘SPEECH ACTIVITY DETECTION’ MDE [37]
(n=3142 missed=279.34s falarm=1753.06s total=2032.4s avg.
missed=0.089s/1 avg. falarm=0.558s/1 avg. total=0.647s/1).

Segmentation and transcription was at the intonational
phrase level (IP), rather than a more theory dependent ut-
terance or coarser inter-pausal unit (IPU) level. Labels cov-
ered speech, silence, coughs, breaths, and laughter. The
speech label was applied to verbal and non-verbal vocal
sounds (except laughter) and thus included contributions

1SMILExtract 2.3 with vad_opensource.conf, post-processed with
a standard cRnnVad2 component configuration.

such as filled pauses, and short utterances such as ‘oh’ or
‘mmhmm’. Laughter was annotated inline with speech. For
this study, IPs were concatenated to IPUs, and annotated
coughs, breaths, and laughter intervals were converted to si-
lence. Chat and chunk phases were marked using an an-
notation scheme based on that used in Slade’s treatment of
chat and chunk phases in casual talk [38]. The ‘chunks’ were
marked using the first, structural part of Slade and Eggins’
definition - ‘a segment where one speaker takes the floor and
is allowed to dominate the conversation for an extended pe-
riod’ [1]. All other interaction was considered chat. A total
of 213 chat and 358 chunk phases were identified across the
conversations. A detailed description of the annotation pro-
cess can be found in [39]. Annotation of intonation contours
was carried out using the IViE system [40] on a subset of Con-
versation A as described in Section 4.

3. Speaker Change Activity across Dataset

We examine intervals where a particular speech/silence con-
figuration holds, rather than more theory-dependent utter-
ances or turns. As an example, an interval could consist of 342
milliseconds of Participants 2 and 3 speaking while Partici-
pants 1 and 4 are silent. The dataset contains 30688 changes
in speech/silence configuration over a total of 23030 seconds,
an average of 1.3 per second.

The most common conversational situation in terms of
time was single participant speaking in the clear (68%), with
global silence accounting for 23% of the conversational time.
The remaining time (9%) is overlapping speech by two or
more participants, with instances dropping sharply as the
number of overlapping speakers increases. The vast bulk
of overlap in all conversations involved two speakers. Fig-
ure 3 shows the distribution of the number of speakers in chat
and chunk phases by time – there is significantly less over-
lap and more single party speech in chunk phases. The du-
ration of intervals varies widely, and distributions are heavily
right skewed. The log distributions more closely approximate
Normal - the geometric mean duration of a single speaker
interval is significantly higher in chunk than in chat phases
(0.68s vs 0.46s). Overlap and silence interval mean dura-
tions are similar across both conditions - around 0.24 and
0.31s. However, when the distribution of silence is compared
in chat and chunk, there is greater variability in the length of
silences in chat, perhaps reflecting the fact that these phases
involve more speaker change, while most silences in chunks
are within speaker and may reflect a certain uniformity in du-
ration.

In an n-party conversation where each participant may
be speaking or silent at any moment, there are n2 possible
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Figure 2: Distribution of the floor in terms of % duration in
chat (left) and in chunk (right) phases. X-axis shows number
of speakers (0,1,2,3+) speaking concurrently.

states for the dialogue at any time. To further explore gaps
and overlap in such conversations, we consider the possibili-
ties for a speaker, SpX, speaking in the clear. This single-party
interval can conclude in silence, overlap, or a smooth switch
to one or more speakers. The likelihood of two or more speak-
ers starting at the same instant or one speaker starting imme-
diately as another finishes is very small, given Praat’s preci-
sion. In the dataset, there are 14932 intervals of single party
speech in the clear; global silence follows 73% of these, while
speech follows 27%. There are 35 intervals where there is si-
multaneous onset of speech after a silence, and 89 cases of
smooth switching, accounting for less than 1% of the data.
These 124 intervals were omitted from the data.

To further explore dynamics after a single speaker makes
a contribution other than a backchannel or short utterance,
we subset our data into situations where one speaker speaks
alone for at least one second, followed by either global silence
or overlap. This results in four conditions of interest, two
around overlap and two around silence. We do not make any
attempt to distinguish between backchannels or longer utter-
ances from incoming speakers after the silence or overlap at
this stage, although a finer analysis of the length of these con-
tributions may help distinguish backchannelling from taking
a turn. The conditions for SpX are:

WSS Within Speaker Silence - SpX speaks on either side
of a silence

BSS Between Speaker Silence - SpX speaks before si-
lence, SpX is not speaking after silence

Osame Within Speaker Overlap - SpX is overlapped, SpX
continues after the overlap

Odiff Between Speaker Overlap - SpX is overlapped, SpX
is not speaking after overlap

We first performed a general description and analysis
of state changes around gap and overlap across the entire
dataset. We then selected random samples from each of these
four conditions for three speakers from conversation A, as the
recordings were of highest quality, for prosodic analysis. We
were interested in differences in the distributions of the four
conditions in chat and chunk phases of conversation, and in
any connection between prosodic tunes in SpX’s original ut-
terance and the following silence or overlap configuration.

3.1. Gaps and Overlap

In the dataset, looking at the situation to the right of a single
speaker, there are a total of 14807 change points, comprising

6583 WSS, 4289 BSS, 1993 Osame, and 1943 Odiff. We focus
on overlap and gaps to the right of a single speaker stretch
of at least one second in duration, and impose a minimum
silence threshold of 60ms to reduce the chance of counting
stop occlusions as within speaker silences. This reduces the
number of change points to 5358 – 3221 WSS, 1116 BSS, 597
Osame, and 424 Odiff.

Figure 3: Distribution of the four conditions of interest in chat
(left) and chunk (right) phases.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the four conditions in
chat and chunk segments for these 5358 cases. Across the
entire conversation and particularly in chunks, WSS are the
most common change points, reflecting the fact that chunks
largely comprise one participant speaking. BSS are more
common in chat than chunk phases. Osame and Odiff over-
laps are more common in chat than chunk, and Osame over-
lap is more common than Odiff in chunk phases.

4. Prosodic Analysis of 5-party conversation
We analysed a subset of the data for intonation contours, and
classified the nuclear (IP-final) tunes using the IViE transcrip-
tion system [40]. This was to explore the distribution of tune
types in the four conditions. We opted for analysis by a hu-
man labeller, as the quality of the recordings would not per-
mit consistent automatic labelling. We drew random sam-
ples of 20 each of the four conditions of interest for each of
the three male speakers in the conversation, a total of 240
samples. For each sample, a Praat Textgrid file was created
with two seconds before the silence or overlap and two after,
to provide context for the labeller to mark SpX’s Intonational
Phrase (IP) at onset of overlap or leading up to silence.

Figure 4 presents the distributions of nuclear tunes in the
four conditions. The five main tunes are: fall (H*+L%), down-
stepped fall (!H*+L%), high plateau (H*%), low plateau (L*%)
and fall-rise (H*+LH%); any other tune is subsumed under
‘other’.

Falling nuclei dominate across the data, with some fall-
rises and very infrequent other tunes. The H*+L% tune
is the most common tune in each of the conditions, and
overwhelmingly dominates in WSS. In the other three con-
ditions (BSS, Osame, and Odiff), the downstepped variant,
!H*+L%, occurs more frequently than it does in WSS. The
fall-rise H*+LH% tune, while not used much overall, occurs
twice as frequently (or more) in change of speaker (BSS and
Odiff) compared to when the turn is maintained by the same
speaker (WSS and Osame). No conspicuous trend is found for
H*%, L*% or ‘other’(these tunes are much less frequent).

We also examined the timing of overlap onset (Figure 5)
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Figure 4: Prosodic tunes observed in the 4 conditions of interest - WSS, BSS, Osame, Odiff.

Figure 5: Distance in seconds from onset of overlap to end of IP
for between speaker overlap (Odiff - black) and within speaker
overlap (Osame - grey).

relative to IP end in the overlap data (Osame and Odiff). Over-
lap onset is consistently earlier in Osame than Odiff across all
tunes; in H*+LH% however, overlap onset is early in both con-
ditions. The early onset of overlap in all tunes except H*+LH%
can be interpreted as a tendency for the interlocutor to wait
until closer to the IP end when she/he intends to take over,
and to speak earlier when simply back-channelling.

5. Discussion

Our analysis shows that more solo speaker utterances end
in silence than overlap in both chat and chunk phases, al-
though chat sequences, as expected, show more overlap and
between-speaker activity. Our analysis takes the contribution
of the first speaker after a gap or overlap as the defining fac-
tor in classifying the gap or overlap. However, in these con-
versations, it is not uncommon to see quite a lot of to and
fro of short utterances around turn changes. Finer distinc-
tions could be made by considering the length of the sec-
ond speaker’s contribution, thus further classifying BSS into
before backchannel and before turn change silences. In fu-
ture work, we will look at longer right-hand contexts to distin-
guish how long the incoming speaker persists. Within speaker
silences are very common in the data, and some such si-
lences may be a function of breathing. High quality annotated
recordings are needed to further explore this question. The
differences between silence and overlap distribution in chat
and chunk phases add to earlier results showing differences
in duration and laughter distribution.

For intonation, nuclear tunes do not appear to be

uniquely tied to the conditions of interest. This is perhaps
not surprising, since one tune can serve multiple functions in
discourse. Nevertheless, the results help elucidate the role of
intonation in speaker change conditions. For the two most
frequent nuclear tunes we observe an interesting trend: the
overwhelming use of H*+L% in WSS may indicate the speaker
firmly holding the turn, while the down-stepped fall could in-
dicate a lesser intent to keep the turn. Adding measurements
such as f0 timing and scaling could reveal finer prosodic dis-
tinctions. For instance, H*+L in WSS would likely exhibit
higher peaks (H*) than in BSS, the IP-final L would reach a
lower level, etc. Larger datasets would allow for description
of non-falling nuclear tunes, L*%, H*% and ‘other’, underrep-
resented in these data. In overlap, the timing of overlap on-
set appears more informative than intonation for turntaking
– across practically all tunes the overlap starts closer to IP end
in turn change than retention.

6. Conclusions

We have described our preliminary investigations into silence
and overlap in multiparty casual talk, a speech genre funda-
mental to human social life. We compared and contrasted si-
lence and overlap dynamics across a dataset of six long mul-
tiparty conversations. We analysed the distribution of within
and between speaker silence and overlap following a single
speaker speaking in the clear for at least one second. We
identified differences in intonational and timing patterns in
chat and chunk phases and in silence and overlap conditions.
Further analysis in this area will depend on the availability of
suitable datasets. Understanding the dynamics of task based
interaction has been greatly aided by efforts to record high
quality corpora, and it is hoped that our explorations will
strengthen the case for the production of high quality mul-
tiparty casual conversation corpora.
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